Let’s Talk – Famous People/Celebrities
Find your question by rolling your die twice. The 1st roll determines the number on the
top. The 2nd roll determines the number on the left.
Talk for one / two minute(s) about that topic. Your classmates will ask you follow-up
questions. Your classmates can ask you anything if you land on “Ask Any Question”.
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Do you think
famous
people have a
right to have a
private life?

Do you think
it’s moral to
sell our
private life to
the media?

What do you
think of the
paparazzi?

Ask any
question!

Why do you
think
adoloscents
need to have
heroes?

Do you think
being famous
automatically
means the
person is
smart?

Have you ever
seen a
celebrity in
person? What
did you do?

Which
celebrity
would you
like to meet?
Explain why?

What are the
pros and cons
of being a
celebrity?

What do you
think of fans
and fan-clubs?

Did you have
any heroes
when you
were
younger?

Which
celebrity do
you most
admire and
why?

Would you
like to be
famous? Why
or why not?

Do you think
there is a
relationship
between
beauty and
celebrity?

Can you name
some famous
people?

Do you know
someone who
is famous?

If you were a
celebrity, why
would you be
famous?

Should
celebrities be
role models?

If you could
influence
people lika a
celebrity
does, what
would you
do?
What do you
think about
social media
celebrities
compared to
artists and
actors?

Ask any
question!

Would you
like to be
famous?
Why?

Ask any
question!

Do you think
famous
people are
happier? Why
or why not?

Do some
celebrities
earn more
money than
they deserve?
Explain why!

What do you
think about
celebrities
championing
a cause?

Give an
example
when the
common man
has an edge
over a
celebrity?

What would
you do if you
could spend a
day with a
celebrity of
your choice?

What do you
think is the
best part
about being a
celebrity?

Ask any
question!

Ask any
question!

Would you
rather be a
famous
celebrity or a
famous
scientist?
Explain why!
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Ask any
question!

Why is there
such a high
demand for
gossip about
famous
people?

What do you
think is the
hardest part
about being a
celebrity?
If you could
live the life of
one celebrity
for a day, who
would you
like to be and
why?

